Creativity & Art Words Crossword

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

display
trace
access
volume
convention
take for granted
optional
perspective
options
exhibit
technical
survey
equipment
transformation
route
illustration
medium
granted
unconventional
media
export
perceive
qualitative
psychology
percent
complex
visual

Across
1. to recognize with one of the senses (see, hear, etc.)
3. the planned direction of travel
6. related to the sense of sight
9. a picture or example
10. not required
12. given (by someone with authority)
13. a measurement of the amount of space something takes
15. to follow a line
16. a fraction expressed as a certain part of 100
17. choices
18. a complete change of form
21. assume, expect
22. in the middle (middle size, etc.)
24. the tools and supplies needed for a job or sport
25. related to machinery or how things work

Down
1. the study of the mind
2. a display of related things
4. to send products out of the country
5. show
7. different than the normal, usual way
8. a large gathering for a particular reason
11. related to value rather than size or amount
14. ability to reach or enter
16. point of view
19. the opposite of simple
20. an overview, or to find out by asking many people their opinions
23. types of materials, forms of expression or sources of news
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